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In this paper we study permutations of the multiset {lr, 2r,...,nr}, which 
generalizes Gesse| and Stanley's work (J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 24 (1978), 24-33) 
on certain permutations onthe multiset {12, 22 ..... n2}. Various formulas counting 
the permutations by inversions, descents, left-right minima, and major index are 
derived. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. THE r-MULTIPERMUTATIONS 
1.1. Generating Functions 
A multiset is defined as an ordered pair (S, f )  where S is a set and f is 
a function from S to the set of nonnegative integers. If S = {ml ..... mr}, we 
write {m f(mD, f(mr) .... m r } for (S, f). Intuitively, a multiset is a set with 
possibly repeated elements. Let us begin by considering permutations of 
multisets (S, f ) ,  which are words in which each letter belongs to the set S 
and for each m e S the total number of appearances of m in the word is 
f(m). Thus 1223231 is a permutation of the multiset {12, 2 3, 32}. In this 
paper we consider a special set of permutations of the multiset 
[n](r )  = {1 r, ..., nr}, which is defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 1.1. An r-multipermutation of the set {ml ..... ran} is a 
permutation al " "am of the multiset {m~ ..... m~}, where if i< j<k  and 
ai = ak then aj/> av 
EXAMPLE 1.2. There are three 2-multipermutations 1122, 1221, 2211 of 
the multiset [2](2)= {12, 22} and 223332 is a 3-multipermutation f the 
multiset {23, 33}. 
Remark. The r-multipermutations of the set {ml,...,mn} can be 
reduced to the r-multipermutations of the set I-n]. For example, the 
2-multipermutation 135531 of the set {1, 3, 5} can be reduced to 123321 of 
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the set [3] because if we replace in 135531 the numbers 1, 3, 5 by 1, 2, 3 
in an order preserving way we get a 2-multipermutation and all the 
statistics we are concerned with are preserved. In general, to a permutation 
zc = a l . . .an  of a multiset we may associate a reduced permutation red(z~) 
by replacing in re, for each i=  1, ..., n, the ith smallest element of {a 1 .... , an} 
by i. For instance, red(2332)= 1221. For this reason we mainly study the 
r-multipermutations of the set In ]= {1, ...,n}. Also, we call r-multi- 
permutations in the case r = 2 Stirling permutations. We denote the set of 
ordinary permutations of the set [n] by Sn and the set of r-multi- 
permutations of In] (r) by S(~ r). 
Then the first question that one can ask is how many r-multi- 
permutations there are in S (r) One way of finding the number of such 
- -n  • 
permutations i  the following. Suppose we have a sequence of r l's. Then 
there are r + 1 spaces between l's, including the space in front of the first 
1 and the space after the last 1. The r-multipermutations of the set { 1 r, 2 r } 
can be obtained by inserting r copies of 2 into the sequence. There are r + 1 
ways of doing that since all 2's must be inserted into one space. Now we 
have 2r + 1 spaces into which to insert r 3's. Continuing this way it is 
easy to see that there are 1 . ( r+ 1) . (2 r+ 1) . - . ( (n -  1 ) r+ 1) r-multi- 
permutations in S(~ r). 
From the binomial expansion we obtain 
x n 1 
1+ 1. ( r+ l ) . (2 r+ l ) . . . ( (n -1 ) r+ l )~_( l _ rx ) l / r ,  
which gives us the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. The total number of r-multipermutations of { 1 r, ..., n r } 
is 1 . (r + 1) - (2r + 1)---((n - 1)r + 1). So the exponential generating 
function for r-multipermutations is 
(1 - rx) l/r" 
Another way of getting this exponential generating function is to use the 
(r + 1)-ary increasing tree representation introduced by Gessel [10], which 
is analogous to the well-known binary increasing tree representation for 
ordinary permutations. 
Let us look at the case r = 1. For a given permutation zcwe construct the 
corresponding binary tree T(rc) as follows. If ~= ~,  then T(rc)= ~.  If 
~ ~,  rc can be factored uniquely as zc = ~lz, where l is the least element 
of zt. We take l to be the root of T0z), and T(o-) and T(T), which are 
constructed recursively, to be the left and right subtrees. See [21, 
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pp. 23-25] for more information. The following example shows how the 
construction is built up. 
EXAMPLE 1.4. 2516743. See Fig. 1. 
Now using the combinatorial meaning of the derivative for exponential 
generating functions and the binary increasing tree representation for 
permutations we can get a differential equations. That is, if f (x )  is the 
exponential generating function for these trees we have the differential 
equation 
d 
-~xf(X ) =f ix )  z, f(O) = 1, 
which is easily solved to get 
1 
f (x )  = 1 - x" 
As I mentioned, Gessel [-10] extended this idea to r-multipermutations 
in S (r) The following example shows how it is constructed. 
- -n  " 
EXAMPLE 1.5. Let ~ = 444133322211. We remove l's to get 444, 333222, 
~,  ~ and take these in order for the children of 1. Then iterate this step 
to obtain the corresponding 4-ary increasing tree. See Fig. 2. 
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From the (r + 1)-ary increasing tree representations we can easily set up 
a differential equation 
d 
- -~xf(x)=f(x)r+I , f (0 )= 1 
which gives another proof of Proposition 1.3. 
Another interesting way of obtaining the exponential generating function 
for r-multipermutations is to use forests of increasing trees. It is also well 
known that there is a bijection between forests of increasing trees and 
ordinary permutations. (For example, see [21, p. 25].) The bijection is 
constructed as follows: for a given permutation rce Sn, taking elements of 
rc in order, we define vertex i to be the child of the rightmost element j of 
which precedes i and which is less than i. If there is no such j, then let 
i be the root of the next tree. 
EXAMVLE 1.5. 2536714. See Fig. 3. Note that the roots of the forest are 
left-right minima of re, which are defined in Section 1.2. 
Let f (x )  be the exponential generating function for increasing forests and 
h(x) be the exponential generating function for increasing trees. Then 
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f (x)  = e h(x) and h'(x) =f(x)  with initial condition h(0) = 1. By solving this 
differential equation we have f (x)  = (1 - x) 1 as expected. 
Now we construct a bijection between S(n ~) and forests of increasing r-ary 
trees. Let re be an r-multipermutation in S(n r~. First, each vertex i in In] has 
r unlabelled nodes as children. We take elements of re in order and define 
each vertex j to be the child of the kth unlabelled node of the vertex l if 
l is the rightmost element which precedes j, which is less than j, and which 
is the kth l in re. If there is no such l, then let j  be the root of the next tree. 
Here is an example. 
EXAMPLE 1.7. 551443322166. See Fig. 4. 
Again let f (x)  be the exponential generating function for increasing 
forests and h(x) be the exponential generating function for increasing trees. 
Then f (x )=e h(x~ and h'(x)=f(x) r with initial condition h(0)= 1. The 
solution is f (x)  = (1 - rx) -1/r. 
Often if three generating functions f, g and h are related in such a way 
that f=  (1 - g)-1 = e h then each generating function may count something. 
In other words, if g counts something (g-thing) then h counts cycles of 
g-things or linear arrangements ofg-things with smallest label occurs in the 
first g-thing and f counts sets of h-things or permutations of g-things. See 
[6, p. 119] for more examples. 
EXAMPLE 1.8. I fg (x )=x thenf(x)= (1 -x )  -1 and h(x )= log(1 - -x )  -1 
as we saw in the counting of forests of increasing trees. Another example 
is that if f counts tournaments then h counts initially connected tour- 
naments and g counts strongly connected tournaments. 
We already saw what f and h count in the equation f= e h previously. It 
is interesting to see what the corresponding g counts. From (1 _g) -a= 
f= (1 -  rx) -1/r we get g= 1 -  (1 -  rx) 1/~, which can be expanded as 
X n 
g=x+ ~ (r-1)(Zr--1).. .((n--1)r--1)-~.. 
n=2 
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The combinatorial meaning of this exponential generating function is 
that g counts r-multipermutations a= al . . .arn in S~ r) which are blocks, 
which are defined as r-multipermutations bl---brk of  {i~ ... .  , i~} c [n ]  (r) 
with the property bl=brk. Then it is clear that we can factorize a 
r-multipermutation into blocks as we see in the following example. 
EXAMPLE 1.9. The Stirling permutation 144661233255 has 3 blocks. 
See Fig. 5. 
So g "generates" r-multipermutations of the multiset [n] (r). In other 
words, (1 - g ) - I  is the exponential generating function for r-multipermuta- 
tions of [n] (r~. Moreover, we get 
oo X n -  1 
g ' (x )= l+ ~ ( r -1 ) (2r -1 ) . . . ( (n -1 ) r -1 ) - -  
n=2 (n -  1)! 
X n 
=1+ ~ (r-1)(2r-1).--(nr-1)n-~ 
n=l  
= f (x )  r -1  
which can be interpreted combinatorially: if all l's are removed from a 
block then an ( r -1) - tup le  of r-multipermutations remains. Note that h 
counts r-multipermutations that start with 1. 
1.2. Left-Right Minima 
In this section we count ordinary permutations and later r-multi- 
permutations by left-right minima (or right-left minima) defined as 
follows. 
DEFINITION 1.10. A left-right minimum of a permutation a 1 . . -  a,, is an 
aj such that i< j  implies ai > aj. A right-left minimum is defined similarly. 
PROPOSITION 1.11. The exponential generating function for permutations 
in which each left-right minimum is weighted y c~ is 
1 
f (x )  = - -  
(1 -x )  ~" 
Proof Let f (x )  be the exponential generating function. For a given 
permutation we remove the smallest element 1. Then we have split the 
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permutation i to the left subpermutation consisting of elements before 1 
and the right subpermutation consisting of elements after 1. Then the 
exponential generating function for the left subpermutation is f(x).  Because 
of the 1, c~ is multiplied and removing 1 does not make any changes in the 
number of left-right minima. The generating function for the right sub- 
permutation is ( l -x )  -1 since it is a permutation with no left-right 
minima. So the differential equation is 
d 1 
dx f (x)  = c~ "f(x) " 1 -x '  f (O)= 1. 
Solving this we get 
1 
f (x )  =- - -  I -x) 
Moreover, we can count permutations by left-right and right-left 
minima together by weighting them 0~ and/3, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 1.12. The exponential generating function for permutations 
counted by left-right and right-left minima is 
o~ fl 1 o~ + f i -  l -@ 
f (x )= +f l~ (1 x) ~+a- lq - - ~+/3-1  
Proof A similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 1.11 is 
applied. Remove 1 from a given permutation. Then the exponential 
generating functions for the left subpermutation a d the right subpermuta- 
tion are (1 -x )  -~ and (1 -x )  -B by Proposition 1.11. For the removed 1, 
a factor of e. fi is needed. Hence the corresponding differential equation is 
d 1 1 
f (x)  = a. (1 --x) ~ "fl'(1 --x) - - - -~ ' f (O)= 1. 
Again it is not difficult to solve this to get our formula. | 
Now we count r-multipermutations by left-right minima each weighted 
by ~. In an r-multipermutation we call elements between two consecutive 
l's components, as well as elements before the first 1 and elements after the 
last 1. If f (x) is the exponential generating function for these then we have 
the differential equation 
r 
f(O) = 1. 
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This is because if we remove l's the first component has ~f(x) for 
its generating function and the generating function for each component 
after the first one is (1 -  rx) -k  since all left-right minima are in the first 
component. By solving this differential equation we get 
PROPOSITION 1.13. The exponential generating function f (x )  for r-multi- 
permutations counted by left-right minima is 
1 
f (x )  = (1 - rx) ~/r" 
More generally, we can count r-multipermutations by left-right minima 
in each "part," as described in the following. In each r-multipermutation 
there are r l's, so we have r + 1 spaces between them including one before 
the first 1 and one after the last 1. We partition an r-multipermutation into 
r + 1 parts. Each of the first r parts consists of 1 and the component to its 
left. The last part contains the last 1 and the component to the right of it. 
So the last 1 is shared by two parts. 
Now we weight each left-right minimum in the ith part by ~. for 
i=1 ,  ..., r and weight right-left minima in the last part by ~r+a (so all 
right-left minima occur in the last part). If f (x )  is the exponential 
generating function for r-multipermutations weighted this way then we 
have the following differential equation: 
d ~z1 ~r+l  
f (X )  -- (1 - -  rx) ~l/r (1 - -  rx) ='+l/r 
l~r+l  
i=1 ~i 
- (1 - rx) (z~+-~ ~i)k" 
With the initial condition f (0 )= 1 we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 1.14. The exponential generating function f (x )  for r-multi- 
permutations counted as above is 
I•+i (X 1 ~f+i _ r_V[~+i  i=1 i .q_ i=1 ~i i l i= l  ~i 
f ( x ) - x~-7-~ -  : " -z,+l ~'~r+l 
/ ' i=1 i r ( l _ rx ) t  i=l~i/r)-i ~ i= l  c(i--r 
2. DESCENTS AND INVERSIONS 
2.1. Inversions 
We now define two important sets associated to permutations, the 
descent set and the inversion set. 
582a/67/1-5 
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DEFINITION 2.1. For a given permutation rc=ala2 . - .a ,  we define the 
descent set D(g)={iE[n--1]lai>ai+l} and the inversion set I ( r0= 
{(i,j)lai>aj, i<j}. Also, we define des(re)= IO(~)[, inv0r)= II(~)1, and 
the major index by maj(~)=Zi~D(~I i. 
We use the following standard abbreviations, as in [ 1 ]: 
(a)n=(a;q)n=(1-a)(1-aq)..-(1-aq"-l), (a)o= 1 
(a)o~ = (a; q)o~ = f i  (1 -aq ~) 
i=o 
(q)n = (1 - -q ) ( l  - -q2) . . - (1  -- qn) = (1 --q)n n!q 
n!q= l.( l  +q)...(l +q+q2 + ... +q"-~). 
The q-binomial coefficient with base qr is defined by 
In I (1--qnr)'''(1--q(n-k+l)r) 
k qr-- (q~; q~)k 
where n is a complex number and k is an integer. When r = 1 this becomes 
the ordinary q-binomial coefficient 
I k l - ( l -qn) " '' (1 -  q(~-k + 
We now consider the problem of counting r-multipermutations by inver- 
sions. To do that we weight each inversion of an r-multipermutation by q. 
For ordinary permutations 
(q)n Z qinv(~)= 2 qrnaj(~)=(l__q)n--n[q" 
~eSn ~ES~ 
The result for inv is due to Rodrigues 1-17]; MacMahon [16] found the 
other. 
For Stifling permutations we can easily get 
PROPOSITION 2.2. 
.i~(~)_ (q2; q4)n 
~s~2) '~ (l_q2) n-l '( l+q2+q4)' ' '( l+q2+ ...--I- q4n-4), 
where the sum is taken over all Stifling permutations. 
Proof Let In(q)=Z~S~2~q~nV('). Every Stirling permutation rc in S~n 2) 
can be obtained from a Stifling permutation re' in S~ 1 by inserting 
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two n's. If the two n's are placed in the ith place (for i = 1, ..., 2n - 1), then 
there is a qZ(2n-i 1) contribution to the inversion. Hence we get 
In (q)=( l+q2+q4+ ... +q4(n-1))I,,_l(q), Ia(q)= 1. 
Therefore 
1 - (q2)2n-- 1 
In(q)-  1 _q2 In_l(q). 
Iterating this gives the proof. | 
oo X n . Generating functions of the form ~,=ofn  /(q, q),, are called Eulerian 
generating functions. 1 We will use them to base q;  instead of q. So if we 
let E(2~(x) be the Eulerian generating function for Stifling permutations in
which q counts inversions, then from the above proposition 
~, (q2; q4)n X n 
E(2)(X)----n=0 (1 --q2)n (q4; q4)n" 
To use Cauchy's q-binomial theorem (for proof see [ 1]) 
(a; q)n x ~ (ax; q)o~ 
n/-"=o (q; q)n (x; q)o~ '
it is enough to consider 
/~(2)(X)= ~ (q2;q4)nxn 
n=0 (q4; q4)n 
since the coefficient of xn/(q4; q4) in E(21(x) is equal to that of ((1 - q2)x)"/ 
(q4; q4)n in E(2~(x). We use the notation [x "] f (x)  to denote the coefficient 
of x" in a formal power series f(x). Then 
~ l xn -F (1- q2)nx" ] 
L(q4T-q4)£J E(2)(x) L (q ;q )n _] - - -n -  ~-rc,  E~2~(x)  
= i ]+q2) ( l+q2+q4+q6) . . . ( l+q2+ ... +q4n-2) E(21(x) • 
Then by the q-binomial theorem 
(q2; q4)n n (q2x; q4)oe E(2~(x) L --57-C-~ X n=O (q4; q )n (X; q4)~ 
Note that this is a q-analog of the exponential generating function 
(1 -  2x) -m for Stifling permutations. 
1Often Eulerian generating functions are written as Z~_of, xH/n!q, where n!q= 
1 .(1 +q)-.-(1 +q+ ... +qn-1), and f, is a polynomial in q. But to be consistent with 
notations in the previous section we substitute x/(1- q) for x. 
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For an arbitary r, we can generalize the method we used to prove 
Proposition 2.2 as folows. 
THEOREM 2.3. 
qi~V(~) = (qr; qr2)n 
~s(r I (1 _ qr)." 
Let E(~)(x) be the Eulerian function for r-multipermutations. Then 
~, (q~; qrZ)n X n 
E~r)(x) 
-- (q ;q  )~ n=0 (1 qr)n r 2 r 2 
= ~, [X/r+n--1] (~)~ 
n = 0 Fl qr 2 
[-a+n-- 1"] since (qa; q)~/(q; q),= ~ ~ ~q" 
Let 
r± 
E( r ) (x )  - -  (qr; q 2 ) x" 
n = o (q~;  q~ ). 
Then 
I xn ] F (1 - -qZxn lE ( r ) (x )  
(qT; qr2)n' g( r ) (x)= r2 r 2 [ - (q ;q ) . J  
[, ] = l+qr+q2r+ ... +qr(r--Xl)...(1 +qr  + ... q_q(nr--1)r) g(r)(x) "
By the q-binomial theorem we obtain the following, which is a q-analog of 
the exponential generating function f (x)= (1 -  rx) -aIr. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. 
E(r)(x) : (qrx; qr2)°°. (2.1) 
(x; ; q )~ 
Before we go to the problem of counting r-multipermutations by 
descents and inversions together, it is interesting to see what the q-analog 
of the function g is in the relation o f f= (1 -  g)-i =e h as in Section 1.2.1. 
For general r we have g(x) = 1 _ f -1  = 1 - (1 - rx) air. Since the q-analog 
o f f (x )  is (qrx;q'a)o~/(x;q'a)~, as we see in (2.1), the q-analog of g(x), 
denoted by g(qr)(x), is given by 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. 
g~q~)(x) = 1 
(x; q~)o~ 
(qrx; q~)~o" 
Morover, we obtain 
(x; qr2)~ 
g~r)(x) = 1 
(qrx; qr2). 
(q-r; q~2), 
= 1 - z . ,  ,.~ (qrx )  " 
n=o (q,.Z; q ),, 
= 1 - (qrx)" 
n = 0 q r2 
(1-----qr)-----X ~ (1--qr)(  1 q r2-r) ..( l__q(n-1) r2-r) X n 
-- 1 -- q r2 + n=2 - -  " (qr2; qr2)n" 
We can easily extract he coefficient 
X n 
[(1--qr) '(qr2 qr2)n ] g(qr)(X) 
= (qr + q2~ + ... + q(r- l~r) ... (qr + q2r + ... + q((n 1)r 1)r) .  
Also, it is not hard to see that the coefficient counts blocks by inversions. 
2.2. Eulerian Polynomials  and Their q-Analogs 
It is well known that the Eulerian numbers Ak, i which count ordinary 
permutations of the set [k] having exactly i -  1 descents are given by the 
equation (see, e.g., [3]) 
nkx . X~=l  Ak , ,x  i 
,=o ~ ( l - -x )  k+l " 
It was Stanley [20] who found a q-analog of this for inversions, using 
poset theory. Garsia [7] and Rawlings [2] also derived the same formula 
using different methods. 
In this section I derive a similar formula using a new idea and apply 
it to an interesting counting problem for permutations by descents, 
inversions, and later by left-right minima. These provide bases for 
generalizing to r-multipermutations which are discussed in the next section. 
To begin with, we need a q-analog of functional composition, a q-composi- 
tion for short, developed by Gessel [11], as well as the definition of 
q-differentiation from the previous ection. 
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DEFINITION 2.6. We define the q-analog of the derivative as 
f(x) - f(q~x) 
Dq~f(x )  - 
x 
Thus Dq, 1 = 0 and for n > 0, 
X n X n 1 
Dq, (qr; qr)n -- (qr; q~)n--1 
We are going to use Df=f '  =Dcf  unless there is ambiguity. In this 
section we study the case r = 1. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Suppose f (0 )= 0. Then for n/> 0, fen3 is defined by 
fEo3 = 1 and Df En3 = f ' .  fen -  13 with fen3(0) = 0. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let g(x)=Y,n~=ogn(X"/(q)n) and f (0 )=0.  Then the 
q-composition g[f-] is defined to be Zn~0 gnf  En3. 
Note that g[x]=g(x),  since xEn3=x"/(q),. Gessel [11] proves the 
following two propositions: 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Dg[f]  =g' [ f ]  . f ' .  
Proof Straightforward from the definition. I 
Note that q-composition is neither associative nor distributive over 
multiplication. Now let us denote the q-analog of the exponential function 
by e(x) = ~,,~=o x"/(q)n. Then we have DeE f |  = e l f |  . f ' .  
PROPOSITION 2.10. Suppose that f(O) = O. Then 
Proof 
e l f3  = f i  (1 - qixf'(qix))-I (2.2) 
i=0 
Let g = el f ] .  Then g'(x)=f ' (x)g(x) and g(0)= 1. Then 
g(x) -- g(qx) 
X 
- f ' (x )  g(x), 
and thus 
g(x) = (1 -- xf'(x)) -1 g(qx). 
Iterating (2.3) and taking a limit gives (2.2). | 
We now define the inverse map of the map f~--~ e l f | .  
(2.3) 
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DEFINITION 2.11. Suppose f(0) = 0. Then for n ~> 1, 
logq{l+f}= ~ (-1)n-if {n}, 
n=l 
where f {n) is defined by f  {°} = 1 and Df {n} =f' .fn-1 with f(~}(0)=0. 
EXAMPLE 2.12. Letf=x/(1--q). Then 
D = " ~\ l -q ]  =l -q  
D ( lX  q) {2} = (1-~q) '  ' (1 x---~) = 1 -x q ~ (1 x- -~)  {2} = (q)2 x2 
(x ~{3) ( x ~ ' . (  x ~2 ( x ) {3~ (q)2 x3 
D ~--qJ =\-~--qJ \ l -q J  \ l - -q /  -(1--q)2(q)3" 
Inductively we can conclude that 
(1 - x. x {n) (q).-1 
(1 __q)n 1 (q)n" 
Therefore 
{ ~q} ~-  ])n-- 1 (1 X--~ q) {n} ~ 1) n l (q )n lxn  
1Ogq 1+ = ( = (-- ( l - -q)  n-1 (q)n. n=l n=l 
Substituting x for x/(1- q), we see that the above definition is exactly 
the same as the usual definition of the q-analog of the logarithmic function 
as in the following: 
X 2 X 3 
logq(1 +x)  = x -  1--~q + 1 + q+q2 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Supposef(O)=O. Then D logq{1 +f}=f ' / ( l+f ) .  
Proof Since logq{l+f}=Z.~__~ ( -1 )  n If{n}, 
Dlogq{l + f}= ~ (-1)n-lDf{"} 
n=l 
= ~ ( - -1 )n- l f " f  n-1 
n=l 
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=f '  ~ (- -1)nf  n 
n=0 
f, 
- l+f "  
Hence the proof is completed. | 
For example, if f=  x / (1 -  q), then we have 
{ lXq} D logq 1+ 
n=l  
n=l  
n=l  
n=O 
x ~(n) 
(-- 1)n-- 1 D \1 __-'~] 
( -1 )~-  ~ " \ l -q J  
( _1) , _1(  x )n-1 
-1  
By choosing a different initial value for f we have the following lemma, 
in which the derivative of a q-analog of the logarithmic function looks 
almost he same as the ordinary one. 
LEMMA 2.14. 
LEMMA 2.15. 
Proof 
I f  f(O) = 1, then D logq{f} = f ' / f  
I f  f(O) = g(O)= 1 and logq {f} = logq { g}, then f= g. 
f l  gp ---7 = D logq {f} =D logq{g} = --. 
J g 
So gf' - fg' = O. Therefore f (x)  g(qx) - g(x) f(qx) = O, which yields 
f (x)  f(qx) 
g(x) g(qx)" 
By iterating this and from the initial value f= g. | 
The following theorem shows that the map f~-*logq{f} is the inverse 
map off~-* e[f].  
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THEOREM 2.16. e[ logq{f}] =f  if f(O) = 1. 
Proof Let g = e[logq {f}].  Then by Proposition 2.9 
Dg = De[logq {f} ] = e[logq {f} ] -D  logq {f}, so g' = g-D logq {f}. 
Therefore D logq {f} = g'/g = D logq {g} by Lemma 2.15 and g(0) =f (0 )  = 1. 
Hence f= g. | 
Remark. If f (0)  = 0, then also logq {e l f ]  } =fbecause D logq {e l f ]  } = 
De[ f ] /e [ f ]  = e [ f ]  f ' /e [ f ]  = f '  = Df  and logq {e[f(0)]  } = logq 1 = 
0 =- f(0). 
Remark. The map f~-+logq {f} is not a q-composition; i.e., in general 
logq(1 + x )o f¢  logq { 1 + f},  where o is the q-composition. For example, let 
f (x )  = xm/m!q. Then the q-composition 
logq(1 + x) o f  
= ~, ( - -1 ) " - i f  I:"l 
n~l  
But 
= ~ ( -1 )  "-1 (mn)!q x "n 
n= 1 ( re !q)  n . 1- (1 + qm)  . . . (1 -t- qm + ... + q(, -  1)m) (mn)!q" 
{ xm} 
l ogq{ l+f}=logq 1+ 
= (_1)--1 
= ~ ( -1)  n-1 
n=l  
(mn - 1 )lq x mn 
(m-  1)!q (m!) "-1 (mn)!q" 
In addition we have the following result analogous to Proposition 2.10. 
PROPOSITION 2.17. I f  f(O) = 1, then 
Proof 
So 
. :o  /(-77-%)'  
Let g = logq{f}. Then g(0) = 0, and Dg = f ' / fby  Theorem 2.16. 
g(x)--  g(qx) f '  f (x ) - f (qx)  
x f xf (x)  ' 
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which gives us 
g(x)=//1 f(qx)'] + g(qx). 
f(x) J k 
By iterating and taking a limit we obtain the desired result. | 
Remark. Let f(x)= 1 +x/ (1 -  q) and apply Proposition 2.17. Then we 
expect he same result as in Example 2.12: 
{ x } ( ( qn+lx'~/[1 qnx'~'~ 
logq 1+1--- ~ = ~ 1-- 1+ 1 - - -~) /~ +1-----~)) 
n=0 
q'x(1 - q) 
,=o ~ 1 -q+q'x  ( qn ? 
= ~. q.X ~, - l -q}  
n=0 i=0 
= (_1) . _1  (q)n 1 
,=1 ( l -q ) ' -1  (q).  
Before we go back to the problem of counting permutations by descents 
and inversions, we need one more definition, q-integration, which has been 
studied by Thomae [22] and Jackson [15] as a definite integral. But we 
need q-integration as the anti-q-derivative. 
DEFINITION 2.18. Suppose .f(x) = ~n°°=O anxn/(q)n. Then ~q Ofdx  = 
2.% 1 a,_ lXn/(q)n . 
- -  07)  Remark. Note that ~qf(x)dx-Z,=oq'xf(q'x). This can be easily 
proved as follows. Let F(x)=~qf(X)dx. Then 
F(x) - F(qx) 
DF(x) = - f(x). 
So F(x)=xf(x)+ F(qx). By iterating and taking a limit we obtain the 
required result. 
Then Lemma 2.14 can be interpreted as follows. 
LEMMA 2.19. If f(O) = 1, then 
~q f f  dx = logq { f }. 
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Now we are ready to count permutations by descents and inversions as 
introduced in the beginning of this section. To obtain simpler results, 
unless stated otherwise, we count an extra descent at the end of each 
permutation (or r-multipermutation) which is not added to the major 
index. 
First or all, let us look at how multiplying Eulerian generating functions 
takes care of inversions (see Goulden and Jackson [13, 14]). Given two 
reduced permutations n and a of [m] and l-n], we look at all permutations 
"c=al . . .am+ ~ such that red(a , . . .am)=n and red(am+l . . .am+~)=a.  
Then 
~ qinv( ~ )= qi~v( ,O + inv( o ) F m + n ] , 
[ _mA 
which is the same as saying 
X m + n X m X n 
E qinv(z) _ _  __ Z qinv(n) E qinv(~) 
(q)~+, ~ (q)m ~ (q)," 
Similarly we obtain the following lemma, which is straightforward. 
LEMMA 2.20. Given two permutations ~ and t o f  [m] and [n], we look 
at all permutations n = a 1 ... am +~+ 1 such that red(a1 ... am) = if, a m + 1 = 1 
and red(am+ : . . .am+,+ 1) = t. Then 
and 
~ qinv(~)=qinv(~')+inv(t)+m lm2 n ] 
d , , fdes(o-)q-des(z) tf "c:~ 
est~z) = ~des0r) + des(z) + 1 if t = 525. 
PROPOSmON 2.21. Let G,(q, t )= Z~s ,  qinV(')t deS(~) for n>0 with 
Go(q, t) = 1, where the sum is over all permutations of  the set [n], and let 
_ oo G gq(x) -  ~"n=0 n(q, t) Xn/(q)n and Eq(O)= 1. Then 
DEq(x)=Eq(qx) (Eq(x ) -  1 + t). (2.4) 
Proof  The left hand side DEq(x) is Zn°°__o Gn+l(q, t) xn/(q)~ and by the 
above definition G,+l (q , t )=Z~s,+lq inV(~)t  deS(~). So the coefficient of 
X"/(q)n in DEq counts permutations of the set [n + 1] by descents and 
inversions. 
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We consider a permutation rc= o-lz in S, + 1 in the spirit of Lemma 2.20, 
in which a and "c can be empty. Then the total length of o- and z is n. By 
the Lemma 2.20, the generating function for the left subpermutation a is 
Eq(qX) because the number of descents in a is not changed but the number 
of inversions is increased by the number of elements in it. In the right 
subpermutation, z there is no change in the number of descent and 
inversions unless 1 is at the end, i.e., the right subpermutation is empty, 
which gives an additional descent. Hence we have Eq(x) - -1 - t - t  for the 
generating function of the right subpermutation. | 
By comparing coefficients of xn/(q), in both sides of Eq. (2.4) we get a 
recurrence relation stated as follows. 
COROLLARY 2.22. 
Gn+ l(q,t): i ~n.]qiGi(q,t) G.-i(q,t)+q~(t-1)Gn(q,t)" 
;=oklA 
The Eulerian generating function Eq(x)  has been studied by Stanley [20], 
Gessel [8], Garsia [7], and others. 
We transform Eq in a way which gives a simpler result and has a 
combinatorial meaning of its own. Let 
1 ( x ) ~ Gn(q,t) x" 
Rq(X)=T-'~_ t gq ~ =n~=O (l~fin--+l (q)n" 
Then 
ORq(X)  - D qgq(x/ (1  - t ) ) 
1- - t  
_ Eq(qX/(1 -- t))(Eq(X/(1 -- t)) -- 1 + t) 
(1 - 0 2 
= Rq(qx)(Rq(x)  -- l). 
Gessel and Stanley (see [9, p. 28]) introduced barred permutations to 
count Stirling permutations by descents. We use their idea to prove the 
above formula combinatorially. Let us define a barred permutation on a 
permutation ~e Sn to be a sequence of integers and bars formed from rc by 
inserting bars in some of the space of rc with at least one bar in each 
descent. For example, [ ]23[5[ [467[1[ is barred permutation. Then the 
generating function for barred permutations i  
1 t 
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which is Rq(x). This is because we can think of Eq(x)= 
G Zn = o n(q, t) xn/(q), as the generating function counting barred permutations 
in which a bar occurs only in a descent. To obtain barred permutations we 
insert any number of bars before each entry and at the end which 
contributes to the factor Eq(x / (1 -  t)) and 1/ (1 - t ) .  Now we prove the 
above differential equation combinatorially as follows. 
LEMMA 2.23. 
DRq(x) = Rq(qx)(Rq(x) - 1) (2.5) 
Proof A similar argument o the proof of Proposition 2.21 is applied. 
We consider a barred permutation ~= ~lz of the set [-n + 1 ] in which a 
and z can be empty. Then the total length o- and z is n. By the Lemma 2.20, 
in the left subpermutation the number of inversions is increased by the 
number of elements in it. So the generating function is Rq(qX). In the right 
subpermutation there is no change except when 1 is at the end, which 
means that we have to have at least one bar. Hence the generating function 
for the right subpermutation is Rq(x) - 1. Therefore the proof follows. | 
Now we want to solve the q-differential equation (2.5) with the 
initial condition Rq(O)=-1/(1- t). Using Theorem 2.16 we can prove the 
following: 
THEOREM 2.24. 
1 TI [ \ (2.6) lI'qtX) = 1 - te(x)" 
Proof Recall R'q(X)= (Rq(x) -Rq(qX)) /x .  From (2.5) 
1 = Rq(x) -- Rq(qX) 
xRq(qx)(Rq(x) - 1 ) 
_ Rq(qX)-1 _ Rq(x) - I  
X(1  -- Rq(x )  -1 ) 
__  (1  - -  Rq(x) -2 )  _ (1  _ Rq(qX)--1) 
x(1--Rq(X)  2) 
D(1 -Rq(x )  -~) 
m 
1 - Rq(x) -1 (2.7) 
Since the given initial condition is Rq(O) = 1/(1 - t), the constant erm in x 
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of the denominator of (2.7) is t, not 1. So to apply Lemma 2.19 we modify 
(2.7) as follows: 
Then by Lemma 2.19 
1 = D((1-R~(x)-~)/t 
(1 - Rq(x) - l ) / t  " 
1Ogq{(1 - -  Rq(x) ) / t )  = x .  
Theorem 2.16 gives (1 - Rq(x)  1)/t = e [x ]  = e(x). Therefore the proof 
follows, l 
Remark. Thus we get the well-known formula 
1 - t  
Eq(x) =1 - te((1 - t)x)' 
We can apply this idea to solve another counting problem in ordinary 
permutations, which counts permutations by left-right minima, descents, 
and inversions together. Let lrm(rc) be the number of left-right minima of 
re. Let 
G.(q, t )= ~ qinV(~)t~e~('), Eq(x)  = ~, Gn(q, t ) - -  
7t ~ Sn n=0 
Hn(~ , q, t )= E ~lrm(~)q inv(~)tdes(~)' 
rc~Sn 
X n 
(q)n' 
and 
xn 
Hq(x) = Hn(~, q, t) 
n=0 (q)n" 
Then we have the following q-differential equation. 
LEMMA 2.25. 
OqHq(x)  = ~Hq(qx)(Eq(x) - 1 + t). (2.8) 
Proof The same method used in the proof of Proposition 2.21 is 
applied. Again we consider a permutation 7z=alz in Sn+l in the spirit of 
Lemma 2.20 in which a and ~ can be empty. In the left subpermutation the 
number of left-right minima is increased by 1 and the number of inversions 
is also increased by the number of elements. But the number of descents i  
not changed. So the generating function is Hq(qX). In the right subper- 
mutation there is no change except the case that 1 is added at the end 
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in which we have to add a descent. Hence we have Eq(x)- 1 + t. This 
completes the proof. | 
With the initial condition Hq(0)= 1 we can solve the q-differential 
equation (2.8). 
THEOREM 2.26. The generating function Hq(x) for counting permutations 
by left-right minima, descents, and inversions is 
Proof 
Hq(x) = 11 (1 + qix~(Eq(q~x)- 1)). 
i=0  
All we have to do is to solve Eq. (2.8): 
Hq(x)' 
nq(qX) o~(Eq(x)- 1) 
Hq(x) -- Hq(qX) 
xHq(qX) - c~(Eq(x) - 1) 
nq(x)- -nq(qX) o~(gq(x)- 1) 
xnq(x) nq(qX) Hq(x) 
!(Hq(qX) l_nq(x) - l )_~(Eq(x)- -  l)
X Hq(x) 
nq (x) Hq(x) -1 __ Hq(qX) -1 
x 
DHq (x) - 1 
Hq(x) -1 
Hence by Lemma 2.19 and Theorem 2.14 
- -~(Eq(x ) - l )  
-- --~(Eq(x)-- 1). 
logq{Hq(x) 1} = fq (--~(Eq(x)-- 1)) dx, 
Let w =~q (--e(Eq(x)- 1)) dx. Then by Proposition 2.10 we have 
Hq(X) -1 = e[w] 
= f i  (1--qixw'(qix))-I  
i=0  
= f i  (1 --qix(--o~(Eq(qix)- 1))) -1. 
i=0  
The proof is completed. | 
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2.3. Counting r-Multipermutations by Descents and Inversions 
Now let us go back to the problem of counting r-multipermutations by 
descents and inversions. We can easily generalize Propositions 1.10 and 
1.11 as follows. 
Let G(,r)(q, t) = Z ,  qi"v(')td¢~(~), where the sum is over all r-multipermuta- 
tions of the set {l~,...,nr}, and let E(q~)(x)=~2=oG(,~)(q,t)x"/(q~2;q~)n 
with E(qr)(0) = 1. We still count an extra descent at the end of each r-multi- 
permutation. 
Then we have 
PROPOSITION 2.27. 
DqrE(r) (x)  : E(qr)(q'2x) E~r)(q r(r- 1)x)-.. E(r)(qrx)(E(qr)(x) -- 1 -t- t). (2.9) 
Proof We generalize the idea of the proof of Proposition 2.1. Let us 
consider a permutation rc=aalazl . - - lar+l  in .~(~) in the spirit of 
~ n + l  
Lemma 2.20, in which each o-; (i = 1 ..... r + 1) can be empty. Now we look 
at changes in the kth sub-r-multipermutation crk, which lies between the 
kth 1 and (k+ 1)th 1. There is no change in descents ince we count an 
extra descent at the end. For changes in inversions, we see that there are 
exactly r copies of each entry other than 1 and that there are r -  k l's after 
the kth sug-r-multipermutation from the end. So the change of inversions 
in the kth sub-r-multipermutation is q'(~-k) for each different element in it. 
Therefore the corresponding enerating function is E(qr)(q~r-k)x) for 
k = 0, 1 ..... r -1 .  One exceptional case is when the last, (r + 1)th sub-r- 
multipermutation is empty. Then we have an extra descent at the end. This 
contributes to the factor E(q r ) -  1 + t. So the proof follows. | 
As in the previous section, to get a simpler form we get 
1 (r)// x "~= ~ G(~r)(q,t) x ~ 
R '(x)=]-YSEq \ ] t) o +1 • 
~=o - (q,~; q~2),, 
Then 
DqrR(")(X) = R~r)(qr2x) R(qr)(q r( ' -  1 )x ) . "  R(qr)(qrx)(R(qr)(x) - 1 ). 
It is not hard to see that the generating function R~r)(x) counts barred 
r-multipermutations of S (~) 
- -n  " 
THEOREM 2.28. With the initial condition R(qr)(0) = 1/(1 - t), 
DqrR(qr)(x) = R(qr)(qr2x) R(qr)(q r(r- 1)x)... R~)(q~x)(R(qr)(x) - 1). 
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Proof The proof is similar to that of Proposition2.23. We just 
generalize it using the method in the proof of the previous proposition. | 
Unfortunately, we do not expect a general solution of the equation in 
Proposition 2.27 or Theorem 2.28 in general. But it is worth looking some 
of its first terms of the case r = 2. 
EXAMPLE 2.29. Here are examples of the case r = 2 and of general r: 
X X 2 
Eq(x)= 1 + (---~1 + (1 +(q2+qa)t)(---~2+(l + (2q2+3q4+q6+qS)t 
x 3 
q_ (2q6 q_ 2q8 + 2q10 + q12)t 2) (~3 + "" "' 
X X 2 
E(q~/(x) = 1 + (--~1 + (1 + (qr+q2r+ ... +q~2)t )~2+ "". 
3. THE MAJOR INDEX 
The next interesting problems in combinatorial statistics of r-multi- 
permutations i  counting them by the major index. First consider the case 
of r = 2. Here we do not count an extra descent at the end. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let A(~2~(t)= Z .  tdes~)q major), where the summation & 
over al Stirling permutations of the set I-n] (2). Then we have the recurrence 
relation for 
(2) ( n ~ 2i (2) 2i+ 2j+ 1 (2) 2i+ 1 An+1(t)= ~ \ i , j ,  kJ q tAi (t) q tAj (q t)A(k2)(qZi+ZJ+2t), 
i+j+k=n i,j,k>~O 
where A o = 1, and q2itAl2~(t) and q2i+2j+ ltA~2~(q2i+ 10 are interpreted as 1 
t f i=0  or j=O. 
Proof This proof is based on that of Proposition2.21. As in 
Lemma 2.20 we consider a Stirling permutation rc= 0-110-2 lo'3 of the multi- 
set [-n + 1 ] 2. Let us call these three sub-Stifling permutations components 
L J, and K. Note that any of them can be empty and that the number of 
entries of each is even. So let the size of the components be 2i, 2j, and 2k, 
respectively ( i+ j+k=n) .  Then there are (i,~k) different ways of having 
such components. Now let us count descents and major index in each com- 
ponent. In the first component the major index will be increased by 2i as 
well as the number of descents by 1, so the corresponding term will be 
582a/67/1-6 
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q2~tAl2)(t), i f />  0, and be 1 when I=  ~Z~. In the second component we have 
a descent before 1, whose contribution to the major index is qZi+2j+ It, and 
the contribution to the major index from each descent is increased by 
q2;+~, which gives the factor q2~+zJ+*tA~2)(q2~t), which also should be 1 
when J=  ~.  The third and last component has no new descent, so it only 
changes the contribution to the major index from each descent to 
q(2;+l~+(2J+a)t. Hence we get A(kZ)(q2~+~J+2t). Therefore the proof 
follows. | 
EXAMPLE 3.2. From (3.1) we have the following values for Eulerian 
polynomials for A n(2)'. 
n = 0" A(22)(t) = 1 
n = 1 "A(42)(t) = A(22)(q2t) + q2tA(zZ)(t) A(o2)(qZ+Zt) + q3tA(22)(qt) 
= 1 +(q2+q3) t  
n = 2" A (62)(t) = A(42)(q2t) + 2q2tA(22)(t ) qStA(z2)(q3t) + 2q2tA(zZ)(t ) A(22)(q4t) 
+ 2q3tA(22)(qt ) A(z2)(qnt) + qgtA(42)(t) + qStA(42)(qt) 
= 1 + (2q 2 + 2q 3 + 2q 4 + 2qS)t + (q6 + 3q7 + q8 + q9)t2" 
For general r we have r + 1 components instead of 3, but we can trace 
changes in each of the components without too much trouble. 
THm~M 3.3. Let A(~r)(t) =Z~ td~s0~)q maj(~). Then we have the recurrence 
relation for A(, r) 
(r) ( n ) , r i ,  tA(r)Q)qril+ri2+ltA,:)(qril+at) 
A"+ l(t) = ~ ia .... i~+1 q il 
i lq-  . . .  + i r+ l=n 
i1+ ---+ir>O 
... qril+ ... +~#+(r a)tAl~)(qri~+ .... #+(~-l)t) A#+~(q(~) i,+ ... +~#+~t), 
where qr~+'"+rij+O-1)tAlf)(qr~l+'"+~J+O-*)t) is interpreted as 1 i f  
l)=0. | 
We now count Stirling permutations by descents, inversions, and the 
major index together. 
PROPOSmON 3.4. Let A ~2)t D = A (2)t ,, q)=Z.  tdes(Tr)pinV(~r)q major), where 
the summation is over all Stirling permutations of  In] ~2). Then we have the 
recurrence relation for A~ 2) 
A(~2+~ l ( t )= +j+k=, [ ~ i n ., j , k ]p  p4iq2itA,Z)(t) p2jq 2i+2j+1 
i , j , k~O 
x tA~e)(q 2i+ it) A (k2)(q 2i+ 2j + 2t) '
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where A(o 2) 1 and qZZtA}21(t) and 2i+2j+1 (2) 2i+1 = q tAj (q t) are interpreted as 1 
i f i=0  or j=O.  
Proof From the proof of Proposition 3.1 all we have to do is to check 
the changes of inversions in each block. In the first component the number 
of inversions is increased by pei and the in the second component p2j. 
The inversions between each component are taken care of by the 
p4-multinomial coefficient. | 
Again we can generalize the above proposition as follows. 
THEOREM 3.5. 
A(~r~+a(t) = Z 
i 1+ "'" q-ir+l=n 
i l+  "'" + i t>0 
I n 1 r r ril (r) prr-lqril+ri2+l 
il ..... i r+l p2 rp q tAil (t) 
x tAl;)(q ril+ st)...p,'q,il +... + fir + (,-1)tA}f)(qri~+.. + r~ + (,.-1)t) 
x A If~+ l(q ril+''" + ri, + rt)" 
COROLLARY 3.6. For ordinary permutations, that is, i f  r = 1, 
An+~(t) = qiAi(t) n- i (q ) 
i=0  
with Ao = 1. 
Gessel [8] found the following formula: 
An(t) xn ~ the ( l+q+q2++q" 1)x (3.10) 
,=o (t; q)n+l nV • n~0 
This formula counts permutations by descents and inversions with an 
extra descent at the end which is not added to the major index. To examine 
compatibility with my formula we have to have a recurrence relation with 
an extra descent at the end. The followings are those recurrences. 
THEOREM 3.7. With initial conditions Ao = 1 and As = t, 
1. For ordinary permutations: 
= q - lA i ( t  ) An_i(q ~+ It). 
i=0  
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2. For Stirling permutations: 
A(2) l(Q = q-ZA(~2)(q 2t) + qE"tA(~2)(t) + qZ"tA(,2~(q t ) 
n+ 
+ E 
i+ j+ lc=n 
i+ j+k>O 
(n) 
i, j, k q 2A12)(t) A)2)(q2i+ 10 A(kZ)(q2i+zJ+2t)" 
3. For r-multipermutations: 
(r) +A(r)(t)} A,  + l(t) = q-rA(~r)(q~t) + qr"t{A(nr)(q r it) + A(~r)(qr-2t) + ... 
+ 
i 1+ "'" + i t  >0  
i1+ " "  +ir+l  =n 
n 
(r) r i l+  . . .  +r i r - l+r t ) "  • ..Air (q 
Then one can show that the first recursion in this theorem can be derived 
from Eq. (3.10). 
I close this section by mentioning formulas counting r-multipermutations 
by fight-left major index and descents, denoted by A,.(n+l)(t), with no 
descent at the end, which turn out not to be the same as the ordinary 
formulas obtained by the usual left-right major index. 
THEOREM 3.8. With the initial condition -4o = 1, 
1. For ordinary permutations: 
An+l(t) = Z (7) Aj(t)qJ+atAi(q j+lt)" 
i+ j=n 
2. For Stirling permutations: 
n )q2it~(k2)(t ) 2g+1-(2) 2k+1 l~(2)n+ l(t) = ~ i, j, k q tAj (q t) 
i+ j+k=n 
2k+ 2 j+ 2 - - (2 )  2k+2j+ 2 x q A i (q t). 
3. For r-multipermutations: 
2(r~ (t)= 
n+l  
n 
i1+ "'" + i r+ l=n 
. . .  qr in+l  + "'" +ri2+r-(r)Ai 1 (qrin+l + . ' .  +r i2+r t ) "  
THE r-MULTIPERMUTATIONS 
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